PRESENT STATUS OF AUTOMATION

Computerization of

- Registration of Society, Partnership Firms, Small Scale Industries, Lubricating Oil & Grease Manufacturing/Processing units.
- Land Management & Loan Recovery

ONLINE SERVICES

- Online registration for Society/Partnership Firm/Small Scale Industries/Lubricating oil & Grease Manufacturing/Processing Unit
- Online Status of Application applied for alternative Industrial Plot

TECHNOLOGY USED

- OS: Windows 2000 Server
- RDBMS: MS SQL Server
- Front-End: Browser based
- Type of computing: Web based
- No. of PC: 30
- LAN (No. of Switch/Hub): 2
- No. of PCs/Terminals: 25 connected to LAN

PROJECT UNDER EXECUTION

- Computerization of Group Insurance Scheme for Handloom Workers, Weavers Welfare Scheme.

APPLICATION FOR SOCIETY REGISTRATION

- Category Code: Residents Welfare Society
- Name of Society: Vishwakarma Welfare Society
- Total Governing Body: 1
- Annual Subscription: 100
- Membership Fees: 20
- Period of Governing Body: 2 years
- Quorum of Governing Body: 6

URL: http://industries.delhigovt.nic.in
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